The Leader in Edge Computing
for Retail & Hospitality
Reliant delivers a scalable and proven Edge
Platform bringing the power of the Cloud inside the
four walls of your store or restaurant

Where the Cloud Meets The Physical World

As more and more applications and data are moved into the cloud,
there is a growing realization that some software components are best
run closer to the users and consumers of those applications and data.
Edge computing is a distributed computing topology in which
applications and content are placed closer to the things or people that
produce and/or consume that information, addressing the limitations
of "cloud only" computing.
As a natural extension of
the cloud, edge
computing addresses the
limitations of the “cloud
only” computing by
reducing latency,
providing continuous
operations, and
accelerating digital
transformation by moving
complex and mission
critical digital, IoT and
customer engagement
technologies into the
edge.
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A Market Leader in Edge Computing for
Retail & Hospitality

We designed our platform based on our deep industry expertise in the hospitality and retail
industries where customer engagement, digital innovation and immersive experiences are
required. Digital transformation is top of mind for these industries where the digital and
physical are converging. Reliant’s scalable platform centralizes, automates, and controls
application and content delivery, management, and security on-premise, in stores and
restaurants.

The Reliant Edge Strategy Focuses on The Applications and
Devices That Best Fit at The Edge
• Mission critical applications requiring
constant uptime whether cloud connectivity
is available or not
• Latency-sensitive applications requiring
high productivity for your staff and
customers
• Systems that require complex
orchestration across multiple IoT devices
• Applications that generate or consume
significant content and data
• Legacy applications that do not run well in
the cloud
• Applications using sensitive data between a
physical location to the cloud, requiring
strong compliance & security

How it Works
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Bolster Benefits for
Enterprise Users & Customers
Save Time & Gain Productivity Across All Fronts
IT, Infrastructure, Support

Operations

Employee & Customer
Experience

Centrally manage tens of
thousands of distributed edge
platforms, applications, operating
systems across stores, restaurants,
brand offices, and facilities

Gain Continuous
Operations
and high productive
applications in store and
restaurant

Deliver Immersive
Experiences with digital,
contactless technology, IoT,
actionable and secure
data

Gain Agility & Flexibility with a Hardware & OS Agnostic Solution

IT, Infrastructure, Support
Create your own Edge
configurations across different
commercial off-the-shelf hardware.
Open Architecture with API’s ensure
minimized integration effort

Employee & Customer
Experience

Operations
Remove barriers of older
hardware to delivering
new innovation in stores
& restaurants. Minimized
integration provides
faster time to
delivery

Employees gain access to new
technology & digital data
faster. Provide new customer
services & interaction expected
in today’s environment

Achieve Faster Time To Market
IT, Infrastructure, Support

Operations

Manage both legacy & new digital
apps from a centralized platform;
deliver IoT and innovation faster
pre-built, mature
platform rich in services and tools vs.
building your own

IoT simplifies operations
and provides
actionable data for new
services such as
curbside pickup, BOPIS,
ROPIS, etc. Quickly
deploy and test new
technology with
low risk.

Employee & Customer
Experience
Convenience for customers
drives loyalty and repeat
business. Safety protocols for
contactless technology
ensure customer satisfaction

Attain Increased Cost Savings
IT, Infrastructure, Support

Operations

Centralized IT staff vs. remote
support.
Less hardware & networking
required, reducing overhead
costs.

Remove operational
costs in-stores & gain
higher productivity
and up-time
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We Know Buy Vs. Build is
Always Top of Mind for IT Professionals

Reliant has combined our deep industry knowledge with our Cloud + Edge
expertise to provide a proven and hardened platform to build onto for a
faster time to market advantage to meet the needs of today’s connected
consumers.
Industry leading out-of-the-box tools are embedded in our platform to
allow our clients to immediately start to build on top of our platform to
deliver quickly and securely.
Due to the impact of
COVID-19, retailers and
restaurant operators have
had to pivot to deliver their
digital transformation and
roadmap in a matter of
months. The Reliant Edge
Computing Platform
empowers your IT
organization to support
their internal business
partners, employees and
customers in a costeffective approach that
does not require a “bigbang” approach to
innovation.
Reliant’s professional services organization supports our clients in retail
and hospitality from assistance to define your edge strategy to
deployment, identifying the best fit applications and best architecture
and deployment for your edge infrastructure.
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Create a Digital-Ready Infrastructure &
Achieve Faster Time-to-Market

Reliant’s Edge Computing Platform is a fully developed and
market proven solution, ready-to-deploy platform, built with industry leading
tools to support highly distributed environments through virtualization,
containerization, centralized management, and comprehensive monitoring and
security. The Reliant Edge Platform can be configured as either single nodes or
in multi-node high availability clusters.

Reliant’s solution converges digital and legacy systems,
capable of supporting both traditional client/server architectures and new
microservice-based applications in an integrated and highly scalable
system. Reliant's platform is hardware
agnostic, designed to work with either in-place hardware or as part of a new
deployment. Reliant supports application delivery via both lightweight
containers, including Docker, and whole OS virtualization on the same physical
system.
Differentiated from solutions that are solely open source,
the Reliant Platform includes both edge and cloud-based components, available
in SaaS or PaaS. The platform is fully hardened from a security perspective,
including all necessary network functionality, and has pre-built integrations
to a wide variety of leading retail and hospitality 3rd party applications for
a faster time to market advantage.
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